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ASgESSING'THE EQUALIZATION POTENTIAL OF EDUCATION.

Abstract

One of the traditional arguments for public investment in a highly.
-egalitarian system of public-edrationiis that such an educational'approach will more nearly equalize the distribution of adult earnings, and
indome.
The purposaob,this paper is to review Carefully the basis. for
-ehis expectation as well as to set 'out a methodology for assessing the potgritia3, eff-acts of various types of egalitarian educational policies on-the.
equalization of lifetime earnings betweii males and females, blacks-and
whitea, persons fromdifferent social class origins, and other groups of
,1:nterest.. In particular,4a human capital accounting approach is used to
ascertain boththe average amount of hiiman capital in each .comparison pcpu..lation and the contribution to human capital ofchanges in educational
attainments. On the basis_.0- these results, different educational policiei can be simulated in order to see their potential i.r:tir equalizing earned
-income between groups as reflected in the measure of human capital. fn
.,order to illustrate the us,1 of the method, an application is made for El
Salvador, although the approach is considered to be general enough that it
-Can be. used to evaluate result3 for a wide variety of different populations
.in different national settings.
-
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I. INTRODUCTION

That prodigious.,econbmic inequalities exist in virtually.all-

of the developirig countries of the capitalist world is'a fact that
t

3

hardly, needs documen9tion.

Typically, -a very large portion of

the populations of these countries live at subsistence levels,

while a small elite'command incoMe and wealth that enable theM td
live thir lives- in palatial luxury.

In between is arelatively

small middle class that has risen, above survival levers; but that

is.precartously hisceptible to inflation and underemployment or

unemployment while being far removed frothe lofty and relatively
secure situation of the much smaller(' wealthy elite.

Typically,

the poorest forty, to sixty percent of the population in these

coentries is receiving-only 10 to 15 percent of the national'income,

while the richest twenty percentis receiving about 40 to 60 percent and the riaest*fite percent is receiving about 20 to 40 percent.

1

Few independent observers would find such disparities to be
equitable.

But, tfere is less agreement on how the distribution

'of,income and economic welfare might be improved.

In the last two.

-decades, two economic strategies have been. asserted as a basis for
creating greater equality..

First, it was assumed that a'high level

of economic growth would .lead to a "trickle -down' of the.growth

4e-

.dividend to the poorer segments of the population.

Such a presumption

had both the empirical. support of cross-national studies of the income
'distribution as well as the theoretical suppoi-t of neo-classical economics.'

-In a landmark study on the relation between the,distribution

of income and per- capita-income levels, Kuznets found a U-shaped relation.

2

'Traditional societies with f'elatively low levels of income and

modern, indUstrial,capitalist societies with high per - capita, income

levels showed more nearly equal distributions of'income than-those
in the early stages of capitalist transformation.

It was presumed

that the process of capitalist transformation.would require a,level
rising
of capitar.accumulation that could only be achieved through,
%
)

inequalities.

Given an equal-distribution of income at a very low

per-apita level,,all income would be allocated to consumption with
little or no,savings formation.

Further, there would be little In-

Centive for entrepreneurship with its attendant inventiveness and

risk-taking unlessthvotential rewards to the entrepreneur were
substantial.

Thus the explanation asserted that inequalities were

necessary to establish rewards for entrepreneurship as well

formation necessary

the source of savings for the process of capital
for economic growth.

s to provide

4

Although inequalities would rise throtighthe initial processes
o.?I'capitalist transformation, the longer run situation was expected
to be one of rising equality in that tiluch of the growth would

"trickle-down" to the poorer segments of the population.

First,

such growth would increase the'demand for labor, redUcing unemploy-

1.7

3 -;

/
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ment and undereffiployment of the masses.

Secopd, the Processof capi-

tal formation would create technological advances in_production that
would increase the productivity of labor with'a resultant increase'in:.
earnings.

Finally, an 'increating portion of the population' would

-thift from the'relatively unproductive agricultural sector to the more
productive modern.,sectdr where higher productivity and wages prevailed.
ThUs, both historical evidence anid economic theory argued for rigorous,
strat

jes of economic growth as.a solution to the problem:of inequality.

A second and concommitant strategy for addressing' economic

inequality was the expansion of schooling.' SChOoling was assumed to
contribute to the formatioa of human capital by providing the skills
3

and productive behaviors- that would increase' labor productivity.

To

the degree that the economic returns to schoolinginyestment were
equal or greater than,those to investments in physical capital, the
expansion of schooling would be an integral part of a strategy for
economic growth.

But, more than this, the'expansion'of.sch9Oling

and educational opportunity was expected to have'a powerful and direct
eff6ct on the creation of greater economic equality.

At the very
.

-least it was expected that an improvement in the quality and amount
of schooling of illiterates and thbse-with the-least-education would
.tend'to reduce the surplus of "undereducated" persons competing for

agricultural and unskilled positions With a resulting increase in
wages at that level due to a. tendency toward tighter labor_markets.
In. contrast, the increases in the supply of more highly educated

persons attributible to the expansion of enrollments would tend to
reduce ,the relative wages for educated pertons vis a vis less-educated

Q.
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by expanding the ,.labor supply at higher educational levels.

.Of course, the combination of expanded schooling in conjunction

with policies.to promote rapid economic growth was considered to be
the best palliative 'of all for addressing .nequality.

,With both,

effects operating o-'-the distribution of income, it was expected

that Tises.in per-capita income would take place simultaneously with
reduction, in inequality in the distribution of income.

But, by the

mid-sementies,it became_apparent that the historical data of Kunets
and the predictions of neo-classical,economic theory had-not been.

achieved for most ofthe developing puntries of theWorld.

In such

countries as Brazil and South Korea with their prodigious expansioS

(

ofsonooling and rapid rates of economic growth,--there has been

'

little evidence of,an iMprOveMent in the distribution of income
In fact, studies of Brazil., Peru, and Mexico suggest rising
inequalities

in the distribution of income ovr tim, despite rapid

'schooling expansiOn and economic growth.

'.ongitudinal comparisons

of income distribtitions in other developing societies also suggest
c

litfle or no improvement or somedeterioration.'
At the least, we '.a.t,e reached a new maturity with respect to

_equalization policy in .recognizing that the income distribution of

a society is not determined by the simple and mechanical effects of
economic growth and the rises in school enrollments.

Further, there.

appears to be a large margin of economic growth that is not associated With rising equality, in spite of educational expansion and
greater equality in the distribution of education,

The political

and economic,institutions of a nation., the roll of multinational

el

-5.1'

capital, the role of the government in promoting investment and high
,

profits and providing for repatriation of capital,%the legal status

and stage if development of trade unionism, the degree of monopoly
concentration of capital and employment, and the ektent of government
employment are but a few of the factors which will influence the dis,tributioh of income.

Educational Planning and Inequality
But, if the age of innocdnce has passed with respect to the view
.

that educational expansion will create powerful equalizing social and
economic forces; a new.dilemma is posed for the educational planner.
If educational planning is to be done on the basis -- at least in
part -- of its impact on equalizing adult outcomes, some attempt must
be made to ascertain what is thelikelyequalizatiOn effect of CI-ifferent,educational alterinatives.

The purpose Of this papeyhs

address this need by constructing a methodology that might be useful
in assessing the potential pr limit of particular educational plark;
,46

for,creating amore equal distribution of adult earnings.

By obtaining

such evaluations, it will be possible to,provide a more realistic
picture of what can be achieved.in terms,of alleviating adult

inequarities,while.also enabling a ranking of planning alternatives
with respect to their equity.implications.

This effort might be

viewed as a first step in setting-out a' general methOd for undertaking such evaluations.
.

,

.

The subsequent presentation will be organized asfollows.
-First, We. will survey briefly some theories of the relation between
education and the 'distribution of earnings.

Second,-me will out
out-

4

line a set of principles and a methodology for'assessing empirically
the effects of education on the.equalization of earnings.

Third, we

will show how this approach can be used to simmlatethe equity potential of different educatiohtl policies, and finally we will demon-

strate some results that are illustrative ofthe types of analyses
that might_be addressed by this methodology.

II.

EDUCATION AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS

In general, there are three views of the relation between education and the distribution of earnings.

Each view has quite different.

implications for the expansion and equalizatiOn of educational out
and their impacts on'the distribution of economic results.

The

Human capital view perceives of education as an investment in skills
of individuals.7suming perfectly competitive markets. foriservtces

and products and factors of productiOn,.higher skill leve's will, translate into higher productivity and earnings.

Accordingly-, the distri-

butional impacts Of educational expansion on earnings will depend on
the relatiVe supplies of individuals' ith different amounts of human
capital as well as the structure of demand by employers.

Presumably,

individuals will invest'in education up to that point where the
.

present value of the additional earnings is equal to the present
'value of the costs that are incurred.

Firms will_utilize particular

levels of educated labor according to their relative waged and productivities.

The expansion of the educational ystem should have

an equalizing effect on earnings by reducing the supply of less,educated pe'rsons and increasing the supply of more-educated ones,

7

other things-being constant.

More generally, the human capital model

would predict that for any earnings structure, the expansion of.
s_nooling accompanied by a reduction in qualitative and quantitative

.

inequalities in educational result: would tend to reduce the inequality
of earnings.

however, two types of evidence have raised challenges to the
:huMan capital predictions.

Fimt, throughout the world there is a

tendency toward greater equality in educational outcomes and toward
'substantial expansion-of schooling enrollments without an obvious
8

'effeA or, the distribution of income or earnings.

Second, in many

countries the increase in schooling has seemed to be accompanied by
a rise in the level of education required by employers is well as

9
the educational levels of the unemployed.

.

Accordingly;-an alterna-

,

tive explanatic

of the relation between education and the distrf:

bution of income has enphasized education as a certificate' for
employment.

According to Thurow, education represents one of the
0

principal devices for placing individuals in a job queue".I

Instead

of a. process of wage competition as reflected in the human capital,

model, there is a process of job competition in which the most
educated persons are chosen for the highest paying and most,productive jcbs.

Is
and

The productivity of jobs isArelatively fixed in that it'

diEltermined

primarily by such factors as technology, organization,

apita.1 investment rather than'the specific tal2nts of the worker.

However, more-educated workers cost less to train than do less -educated workers, and this is the reason that employers choose the
most educated person/that they can attract.

lti

8

Under the job competition approach, the educational, requirements

for jobs will rise as the average level of education in the job
queue rises.

That is, a worker can only improve his position in the

queue and his prospective earnings by obtaining relatively more education than others in the queue., Thus, while education can serve to
redistribute opportunities among individuals by altering thg,ir posi-

tions,in the job queue andamong jobs, it can not change the productivity and earnings of the jobs themselves which 'remain relatively
fixed.

Accordingly,, education can be used as a means of individual'

mobility without affecting the overall distribution"of earnings-or
opportunities.

4
A related view of the

betWeen education and earnings
11

is reflected inetheories of labor market segmentation.

4

These theories

argue that the effects of education will depend upon the ditribution
of educated persons among different labor markets.

Labor markets.

are considered to be disparate in their functioning with prOfgund
differences between primary and secondary jobs.

Primary jobs are

those which are stable with substantial amounts of capital per
worker and which have well-articulated career ladders and trainingopportunities.

Secondary jobs are more likely to be temporary and

seasonal with less capital and little opportunity for career mobility.,

Depending upon the race, sex, social class origin, and geographical
location. of the individual, he or stre will have greate7access to
one of these segments.

In particular, white males of Europeam back-

ground from middle or upper class origins in urban areas will have
the best opportunities' to obtain prima'ryijobs, and education will be

associated with higher earnings and-career advancement in this segment.

In contrast, non-whites, females, and persons from lower
..

.

social class origins will be relegated primarily to the less stable
and lower paying opportunities in the secondary labor market with

..,

,

little opportunity to acquire new skills or to advance.
market, education yields very little economic advantage.

In that

The precise

nature of different, theories of labor market segmentatiob and theft:
.7?

implicatidns for

the distribution of earnings and the relation between

education and earnings will vary.

However,'they challenge the view

that investment in human capital yields similar returns to'individuals
according to their r-prodUctivity in the labor market as long as the're

are a number of discontinuous labor markets and the probabjlity of

.participating in anyone of them is not random.
The most complete challenge to the human capital interpretation
of education and the distribution of earnings is that of the Marxists.
Marxists'view education as a means of reproducing the social division
of labor for capitalist work enterprise that' enables the capiXalist
/

to extract a'surplus from the worker12 Schools a're viewed primarily.

as'a means for training `individuals to compete forindividua) advance:.
.ment, job security, and earnings.increases by teaching them how to
behave,in the corporate, capitalist workplace.

Just as students are

divided against each other in the competitive process of schooling,
so are workers divided against each other in the competition of the
workplace.

Earnings differences in the firm'are determined primarily

-by, the structure needed to provide incentives for stable work be-

havior and .loyalty as well as to legitimate hierarchical differences
O

- 10 -

in authority.

To-a large degree the legitimation of these differ-

ences is'established in the school where similar structures of
authority and power prevail.
Accordingly, while' differences in earnings may be associated

with differences in education, the differentials are not functions
of worker productivity but rather organizational requirements for
obtaining predictable labor output from the workforce that will
4

permit the maximum extraction of profit or surplus.

As with the

Credentialing model, rises in educational attainments or equalization of such attainments Will not necessarily create more nearly
'equal earnings-=among workers as a class, although individuals

receiving more education will be likely to have higher,earnings
than those with less education.

In support of the view that

earnings are largely unrelated to individual skill levels,

Marxists point to the lack of a strong statistical effect

'of

difference3 in academic test scores on earnings as well as the

much stronger effect of educational credentials themselves on
occupational positions?and earnings.

13

While a culler presentation and discussion of these theories
would certatniY be useful 'in ascertaining how differences in edu-

Cattpn create differences in earnings,'the purpose of this paper is
A

considerably more practical in its orientation.' That is, without
providing an explanatory theory for the findings, we will attempt
to construct an appropriate methodology that can be used by planners
to assess the limits and potential of particular educatjonal reforms
on equality of earnings.

While the results will surely depend upon

the underlying relitionships, the purpose of this approach is not
to test the explanatory power Of different theories-as much as to.
derive the planning implications for equ4lity of different educational practices andalterriatives.

the next section the conceptual

framework for making these assessments will be.presented.
III. CONCEPTUAL ISSUES

The purpose of-tHis section is to set out the rationale an
ceptual framework for estimating the equalization
cation on earnings.

conz

tial of edu-

It is important to set out two initial,restric-

,

tions which will limit somewhat the results.

First, the focus of

the analysis will be on the relations between education and labor
earnings rather than on education and income.

Labor earnings con\

stitute only one portion of income, that attributible to wages and
salaries.

Income derived from the ownership of property such as

income from rents, interests, dividends, and royalties will not be
included in the earnings measure.

The principal reason for limiting

the analysis of educational eqUalization to its impact on earnings
is that presumably the connect-kin between6education and income is

due primarily to the relation between education and the wage'or
salary income of a person from-labor rather than the amount of
property that he or she owns,.

Ownership of property is more ljkely

to arise from inheritance or high income that exceed consumption than the
educational level of

person. Of course, to the degree that higher levels

of education provide access to occupations where individuals' can

Obtain and utilize, information on more lucrative investments or can

influence such matters as government decisions that will affect the

6
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value of their private property, education-could provide greater.incomes from.property as well is from earnings.
In addition to. the theoretical reason for restricting the ecoSince

nomic measure to earnings, there is also a practical reason.
--\

the empiricardata for assessing equalizatIon impacts will be based
primarily on survey data in which respondents are asked to provide,
information on their educational attainments, backgrounds, occupaL
.

.

tionsandearnings, the results are dependent crucially on the
accuracy of-the dati that are colieted.

It is reaSonable,to

'believe that respondents will provide more accurate information on
their earnings than on income from other sources.
are received at less frequent intervals.

Wages and salaries

Perhaps,"even

impor-

.tant, respondents are more likely to reveal the'amounts and sources

of their wealth than they are their earnings, the latter being
imputable froM their occupations.

Matters'of family secrecy; ques-

c

tionable dealings, income tax evasion

,

and otherfactors tend to

impart-less.precisiOn to therepor'ts of such information.
Brlimiting the analysis to changgs in the relative equality of
earnings, it is important to recognize that we will not be treating
the veiv serious inequali hies created by the concentration of wealth:

The highest incomes in a y capitalist society are derived,froM the
ownership of property
income from property

ather than from wages and salaries.

While

ealth may represent only a third or less of-

total income as it does in the advanced capitalfst societies,.it
accounts for almost all of the income of the richest income receipi,

ents.

Accordingly, even if educational equality were able to reduce

0

13-.
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inequaljty in eardidgs substantially, it Would not be likely 'to have
Al
/a powerfAl equal,izing effect on wealtd:bnd.the income received from
the ownership ofaproperty.

It is only by making the distribution of

capital, itself, more equal that the income produced by capital will
14.

be spread more equallycacross the population.

That particular stra-

tegy will not be addressed b' the educational analysis in this paper.
A second restriction of the analysis is that it will-be applied
only to male populationsZ- If we are to view the effect of education
on equalizing earnings 'of -adults, then we must face' the problem that

many females do not participate in the labor market or they participate for only limited periods, of their livps.

In contrast, the vast

majority of men devote almost all of-the period between the end of
.

.

their, schooling and the onset 'of old age 'to produCtiveeMployment'

in labor markets. .The result of these differences is that it is'
1'

more nearlyoalid ti use earnings as a measure of the equaliring
effects of schoolt 'for males than for females.
.

However, the restric-

tion of the analysis to males is based only on this practical consideration rather than any moral imperative.
In summary, the two initial restrictions of this analysis will
fi

be the emphasis on the equalization/ effects of education on the labor

earnings of males:

Neither' income received from.the ownership of

'property nor the equalization effects of education .for females will

be treated,in thispaper.

Hoviever, it iS'imOortant to note that the

basic approach could probably be expanded-totake account.of both of
the presept_restri-ciAons by making certain assumptions about the non

market earnings of females and by incorporating other forms of income

.
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into the analytic and empirical framework.

However, these extensions

will not be addressed in the preserit exercise.
'Conceptual Framework

Before we can explore the effect of educational policies on the
c.*

distribution of ,adult earnings, it is' necessary to_discuss a method

for establishing these connections.

If the differences in ear ings
4

i

,

between any. two individuals or groups of individuals wer'cons6nf

over time, we could simply look at the earnings differences at any
'particular point in time and attempt to relate these to

differences
;:t

in education.

However, a wide body of research, has suggested that-

earnin6S vary considerably over the life cycle between persons with
15

different levels. of education and other chaYacteristies.

Accordingly,

it is necessary to take account of the differences in earnings over
-the'- entire life cycle among-individuals and groups in order to

ascertain the degree of inequality in earnings and the relation of
that inequality to education,

This can be seen more clearl] in the following exam010.' Assume

that we wish to explore theeffects of educecion.on explaining the
earnings patterns of two adult-MaleS, one drawn froplow socioeconomic
origins and the other drawn from high socioeconomic. antecedents.
probleals'Would confront us.

First, while

Two

,

male from more adyantaged

circumstances would likely have; higher earnings, the earnings difference's between the two men would vary over their working lives.

In

addition to annual fluctuations., we would probably find that the earnings gap between the two men ''tended to-increase ov,efr the life

span

(

Thus, the first challenge is to find some way to summarize the lifetime

r.

-15-

earnings bf,each man by developing some overall measure,that can be
used as a'basis, for comparison.

4econd, the more advantaged male

probably had more material and educational support from his family,

greater schooling attainments, and beer social 'connections for Con,

I

,

. 1/4

verting these assets info employment and'arnings than the less (

advantaged male.

Accbrdinqly, we need someway of separating these

confounding and overlapping influences on'earnipgs in order to

auertajn the degree to which the differences 11 lifetim'eearnings
between the 'two males are at4ibdiible to educational differeh:es
alone.

4

The first of these challenges can be resolved by converting

the earnings patterns into "human capital valuet" so that the analy;is
can proceed by comparing the differences in human capital that are
associated with different populations.

This procedure.can 'best be

understood by referring to the definition of capital given by Irving
Fisher:

Capital in the sense .of capital value, 4s simply future
income discouhted or in other words, capitalized.
The
value of at
property, or rights to weaR4, is its
value as asource of income and, is foud.by discounting

that expected income.Tr.7isher, 1930:12-13).
Just as any earnings stream from a physical asset such as'a machine,
a building, or .a piece of land'can.be assessed according to its capir

tal value, so canan earnings stream associated with human characteristics.

In this'analogy, the capital value'of a person (to himself)

can be assessed by knowing his future earnings power.

,Differences,

*

then, in the amount of future earnings power will be reflected in

differences in human capital values: In general, a public policy

tzl

.

.

.

:

.
,

.

attempt to eqUalize earnings can be evaluated according to the degree

.

to which it.mbre nearly equalizes the distributon.of estimated human
capital, since capital-values are derived,directly from expected future
earnings.

In order to see-the: implications of this method, it is wortfthi)e
-

.

to draw An analogy with assessing the capittal value, of other types of

assets. For example, assume that there exists a piece of land that
f.

yields an-annual income of $5000 a year../Tdt is, $5000 a year is
z

.

a

.

.

Unlike that of the liuMan'

the value of the annual
earnings stream.
.

and-has an infinite life and

being, we will assume that the piece

P

that the earnings r.e constant from year to year!

In' contrast, the

tt

edfninqs of a human will vaty-fromyear to year and'ever thr: life-cycle,
Just as we

andotheilgoan being Will7have,a finite earningS period.
a

Might ask' what

man being is worth Wt4rms of his human capital,

value, we-shall ask what is the capital Valuer of this- piece of land?
-

lt
7

Stating! -the question in a different way; we would ask:

What is

.

,

.

the value of an asset that-wfil iorodacelan annual income of $5000?
Once the suestioh.is' stated in this way, we might look-at assets.whoite;
earnings af*e associated with a similar degree of risk,iness' to ascer=
thetr investment,rhiturn.

For example, a'ssu

ments provfde'an annual return.of7,10 percent:

asset.would provido an annual income'of $10.00.

that such inves -

This means that a $ )00
Given such a 10 per-.

Cent return or interest rate, it would take an invesAent asset of
,

$50,0b0.to,provide an annual income of $5000, and we would 'conclude
that'a piece of land, that would provi-de $500

$50,000.
. ".

Y.
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year is worth about

7
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To return to the human capital' accounting case, we wish to estimatera capital value for human earnings that would represent' a_ summary

measure of the present value of the human asset for any stream of
future earnings.

By,observing hcw the earnings patterns would change
-

as a function of:edusational leve;, it-would be possible to ascertain
how educational differences alter human capital values.

In Ihis way,

we can assess the.potentia1 of such educational changes, as narrowing

the4ifferences in schooling attains

is between advantaged and

advantaged, for altering the d4stribution of human capital between
the two groups.

That.is, the second challenge of attemptihg to single

out the equalizing effect of education in contrast with other influences in determining human capital differences can be mccomplished by
determining how different educational and other factors contribute to
the patterns 'of lifetime earnings for the different groups.

Just as

total- earnings patterns can be converted into human capital values 1Y3',

capitalizing the value of 4e earnings stream, so can particular corn-,
ponents of earnings be capitalized such as Vic:a attributible to edu,

a

cational .influences..° In thOmay, particular policies designed to equalize
.

et

f.

t/

,educational attainments between groups can,be evaluated for their potential
A
.
effeCts in eqUaTizing hyrilan capital betWeen the tv.) groups.

.

In Summary, the method that has been chosen in this study for
ases,sing the potential of educational policies for reducing inequality.
in adult earni.ngs-can be divided into two,steps..

First, the degree of

inequality between two representative' individuals can be determined by
...

,
,k,

capitaliwing the 6pected.future earningsef each inorder to con',

t

r

'Struct humavcaLlital values th t can be readily cOmpared:

9

".".;

In essehse,

4

The

these represent estimated asset values of their earnings" streams.
.

ratios of these'human capital values or thb differences between them
can be used to assess the'degree of earnings inequality.

But, thtS method will only-provide a ieasure of the -overall inequality between the individuals under scrutiny and the po ulaiions
To ascertain the effects of educational policies

that they r' present.

on reducing these inequalities, it is necessary to know-how changes
in the educational attainments between the comparison groups orolndividuals will alter the levels of human capital'.

This can be done by

estimating statistically the effects of education on earnings streams

and converting thes effects into.human,cdpital.values.

That is-,

,

of an additioRa year of schooling on lifetiMe earnings-T:

if the effect

.,

.

patterns can 4 ascertained, themthe effect of an additional year
of'sthooling on augmenting"an l'hdiVidual's human capital.can also be
..

r

:

Such a procedure cam be used to deterMtne Mow much"of the

estimated.
/

.

.-

human capital. idequalit'ga --laquld.be closed by improving the relative
-

.

1,

c,,

)

educational attainmentspersons in the less-advantaged population:
-.--1

.

t,

a.

.

.

.

.

,

Mbre,generally, changes, in educational patterns among the differede
c:.-----

populations could be translated into changes in the human, capital
reflected in those populations.

Thus, one could evaluate the equalizing
0

effects on human' cakital. of such pOlicies as raising the minimal -educar 4
I

tional requireMents or equalizing educational attainments between groups.
Before proceeding to ,the .details of (the methodology anc-Ots appli=

cation, ,it is important to note how this approach to measuring human
capital dicffers from the standard one that is reflected in most of
The great body of2,work on human

the human capital literatee.
c

A

ts.

. capital limits the definition of.huipah Capit0 to investments in

health, educ tion, training, and other human activities which will
increase fu ure earnings16 That is, theo,notion of human capital is

tied to those changes in human characteristics deriving from an
investMent process rather than to the-set of characteristics that
'produce future earnings.'

The yflue of human capital is determined

bythe value of the investment

in these areas rather than by the

value of the earnings streams.

We will call this the standard

.

approach in order to differentiate 'it from the method used in this

papetwhich will be termed the capitalization or Fisherian approach'
(
.

'(after ,Irving Fisher).

The capitalization orFisherian approach assumes that any human
characteristic that contributes to future earnings has .a capital
value.

If differences in strength, beauty, health, native abilities,

race, anli social class origins, to name a few human traits, create.

differences in earnings of adults; then each of these'represents a
form of human capital even when no investment process is evident:
Under the standard approach, only those characteristics which have
'

been derived 'from an investment process hav'e capjtal value, while

under the-definition used in this paper the capital value is derived
from these

pings potential of the characteristic rather than the

process by which it was acquired.17
These differences can be seen`clearly in, the following example.
Suppose there exits t two singers with, identical talents and earnings,

but one of them acquired his singing proficiencies by investing
$10,600 in vocal lessons while the other had no training whatsoever.

4

.

'Under the standard'approach to valuing human capital according to its

4(

investment value, only the first oflhese -two-individuals would be considered to have human capital by virtue of his $10,000 investment.
But4-under the criterion that is used here, the two persons would have

identical.amounts of.human capital from their singing talents as long
as the earnings that were generated by these talents were identical.
.

The actual method of acquisidor is not a relevant criterion for
determining the value of any human characteristic which generates
.

.

earnings.

Rather, it is the earnings themselves that determine the

human capital value.

One further note of inferpretation is impOrtant.

The notion'of

human capital that is used here and its analog-with physical capital
is useful only in an accounting sense.

That is,tthis approach to
,

measuring human capital is intended Only torprovide-a qummary measure
of its value rather than to provide en analytical category that is
'similar to physical capital.

Althgugh a person may have human capi-

tal value in generating future earnings, he will not have the options
of a capitalist in the sense of someone who owns physical capital.
This point is rather obvious.
eardin

,

he.must work.

In order to realize his potential

In contrast, a person with an equal amount

of physical capital need not work to realize the same income.

Further,

short of'slavery it is not possible to seTA human capital as a com-

modity, that is to translate it into other asset forms orsuse it as
a bai's for speculation.

In contrast, physical capital has a market

in its capital form, and it can be exchanged for other assets or
acquired for purposes of buying and selling and speculation.

A per--
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.

son who owns $100,000 worth of propertiis very much a capitalist
whose income from that property is not dependent upon his labor.

A

person who owns $100,000 of human capital as measured in the Fisherian
manner is very much a worker whose income is dependent upon finding

work and providinglaborservices that will yield the expected earnings
stream.

These. two situations are hardly equivalent, and we should

not be misled h the similarity in wording or the methods of calcula-,
ting capital value between physical \and human capital.
IV. ANALYTICAL STEPS

--*
'

Up to this point it has been suggested tiiit a human capital

accounting approach can be used to ascertain the effects of different
educational alternatives on the equalization of adult earnings among
individuals or populations.

The purpose of this section is to'set

out the various steps of the analysis in order to construct an empirical framework that will permit the assessment of different educational
strategies on equalization.

There exist six steps of the analysis:

(1) selection of groups for equality comparison; (2) Collection of
iata; (3) estimation of earnings functions;

4) conversion Of earnings

functions into net present values of particular characteristics;
(5

simulation of different educational policies; and (6) interpreta-

::ion of the results.

Selection of Groups for Analysis
Obviously, the first task that arises 'in exploring the consequences

of particular attempts to reduce inequality is to select the groups
that are the target.of such efforts.

In order to choose groups that

will be the focus of an attempt to increase parity in adult earnings
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.

-

through education and other policies, we must normally consider two
-premises.

First, the inequalities,must be unacceptably large, and

second, they must be based on criteria which are not considered
valid bases for inequality.,. In the first case, we are likely tc see4
1'

many inequalities in economic rewards among specific individuals and

groups that are not considered large enoughto be sources of concern.
i

-

Even in the most egalitarian societies such as China, wages tend to

vary in a ratio between five to one and ten to one within ,industrial
enterprises.18 Of course, these represent the extreme. possibilities,

and the differences between any two groups of workers are likely to,
be considerably smaller.

But, the point is that most egalitarian

policies are not designed to provide precisely equal incomes, but
only more nearly equal ones.' Some inequality is often considered
to be acceptable or even desirable:

This can belseen more clearly if we consider the second cri?erion of whether the inequalities are justified

Most societies

presume, that some differences in earnings are justified 'by differ,

ences in work effort, productivity, risk - taking, responsibility,
and so on.

Further, differences between young workers and experi-

enced workers are typically accepted on the basis of the greater
proficiencies of the latter as well as the typically greater

economic. demands in supporting their families.

In contrast

though, it is rarely argued, that these types of criteria would justify

very large or unlimited differences iearnings,and they might not be
considered valid bases for explaining systematic differences among
certain groups.

With respect to the latter categories, differences
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in economic returns by social class origin, sex, race, ethnic group,
-4

%

tribe, and geographical regibn have been considered suspect categories
that may not be justified by the criteria for inequalities that are
considered to be acceptable.

Each society or individual must set its own criteria for determining which inequalities need redress and,which ones should be per19

mitted.

r

While it is.nbt the purpose of this paper to address the basis

for these decisions, it is clear that there are often consenses about
the loci of inequalities which ,ought to be- addressed by public policy.

For example, if disadvantased families (those with low income and
parental education) tend to produce children who will also be disadvantaged in adulthood, while the opposite is true with respect to
persons from more advantaged backgrounds, this is likely to be the
object of scrutiny with respect to social redress.

Similarly, large

r"

differences in economic outcomes between races, sexes, regions, and
ethnic groups that are reproduced from generation to generation are
likely to engender specific concerns about the causes of the inequalities

and therble of education in redressing them.
What is more important is that the specific groups who will bethe
focus of the equality analysis must be chosen on the basis of the criteria that were suggested above.

If the concerns are based on large

differences in eccnomic outcomes for persons drawn from different
social'origins, this focus must be stated explicitly along with a definition of the criteria for classifying persons into the different groups
that will be compared.

Thus, the first-step in the analysis must be

to answer the question towards which the investigation will be addressed:.
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Inequalities between which groups?

The study must be designed to

carry out its inquiries with these groups as the focus, so the ration-k

ale for selecting the groups and the working definitions of them. must
be as precise as possible.

Since a typichl concern of liberal capitalist societies is that
there is social mobility in the sense that there is no particular
'relation between the economic status of parents and their children,
wewill 'use the social class origins distinction as the focus for estab-

lishing,the methodology of this paper.

That is, regardless of the

conditions of birth; it is generally accepted -- at least in theory -that society's members should have an eqdhl chance at such life rewards

as occupationl position and income.- Even in a society with,highly
unequal occupational positions and earnings, it is argued that per-,
sons should have equal access to those attainments rather than the

children of the rich and powerful having a monopoly on the better
positions while the children of the poor and powerless are relegated
to impoverishment and marginality.

Thus, one possible focus for

considering the equalization effect of different educational policies
would be. to explore the degree to which.they might close the gap

between the expected earnings differentials of persons drawn from
different social class origins.

Presumably,.a more'equal distribution

of educational benefits among students of different social class
backgrounds would lead to a more nearly equal distribution of economic
benefits among such.groups.

While social class differences represent only one focus for this
type of analysis, they will provide an.illustratiOn of how the methodo-
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logy will be constructed.

Once having established the social groups

that will be the subject of the inequality and education analysis, it
is necessary to define them in a careful way so that appropriate data
can be collected..

Thus, social class distinctions should be based on

.a.clear statement of criteria with respect to those dimensions that
comprise social class.

Typical indicators of social class, origins in

a non-Marxian framework include.measures of parental occupational
attainment and status, income, and education.

Within a Marxian

framework the claSs distinctiOns would indicate one's relations to the
fk

means of protiction.

20

Whatever the definitions of groups, they should

be as precise as possible for the ensuing empirical endeavor.
Collection of Data
Before discussing the collection of data, it is. important to

mention briefly the type of analysis thatvill be performed in the
human capital .accounting framework.

Essentially, we need to know

the levels of earnings and their determinants over the life-cycle for
each of the groups represented in the inequality analysis.

By knowing,

the levels of earnings over the life-cycle, we can impute a human
capital value to them for comparison among groups.

By knowing the

determinants of earnings at different parts of the life-cycle, we can
estimate the effects of differences in such characteristics as education, training, work experience, place of-residence, and so on.

In

this way we can simulate the effects of changes in educational attain,

ments between groups on human capital equalization.

While we will revw this analysis in greater detail, it is
important to setiout two basic requirements for data collection, the

26

sampling design,and the data specification and collection procedures.

The sample must be representative of the populations that will be
the subject of the comparison, and the sizes of the samples must be

-2adeqUate to permit the estimation of earnings functions for the different age groups in each population.

This means that attention must

be given not only to the sampling of the appropriate populations, but
also-to the derivation of sub-samples of.adequate size among the different age ranges of the population.

Given a sampling design, it is necessary to specify the types of

information that will be collected for purposes of the analysis. in
addition to the earnings levels of individuals, information must be
obtained on those human capital characteristics that explain earnings.
4Ihii.e these will depend on the specific nature of the equality com-

parison as well as the nature of the society for which the study is
done, one can think of these characteristics,as those attributes of
individuals' which are determinants of their earnings.

Typically,

earnings functions studies have suggested that the most important
determinants of earnings will include: (1) social class background
factors which may reflect the quality of the home environment, nutrition, child care, and educational stimulation as well as connections
jn the job market; (2) race and sex which represent proxies for social
and cultural differences in orfPntation and treatment as well as labor

market dis&imination; (3) geographical factors which reflect labor
market structure; (4) educational factors including both' qualitative
and quantitative dimensions; (5) labor market experience and training.,"
and (6) perSonal factors such as individual talents, attitudes, skills,
21

and health status.

Ve.;
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The exact data that are gathered must certainly include useful
information on the first five categories.
proOlematic for a number of reasons.

The sixth category is

First, it-fs-assumed that many

of the individual talents, attitudes, and skills will be .a product

.of social class background, education, and training so that these
former attributes will capture them more economically than attempting
22,_

to measure a myilad of traits on an individual'basis.

Moreover, sur-

vey data often limit one to obtaining simple responses on a'questionnaire rather than testing individuals with respect to their attitudes,
values, skills, and cognitive knowledge.

Even if suclitinformation

could be obtained, it would be very costly relative to just collecting
questionnaire responses.

A second reason for omitting the collection of highly'detai1ed
data on these traits is that where such data have been collected in
previous studies, they have not yielded much additional explanatory
information.

The most prominent example of this

the use'of stand-

:

ardized cognitive test scores in recent years for the explanation, of
earnings.

Somewhat surprisingly, differences in test scores seem to
23

have little statistical effect on earnings.

A recent study of a

representative sample of adults in the United States foundithat.only
among white males were test scores of reading proficiencyi.elated to
earnings, and a one standard deviation increase in reading scores
(an increase from the fiftieth l'ircentile to the eighty-fourth) was
24

associated with only a three percent increase in earnings.

Accord-

ingly,the overall picture with respectsto the potential effects of
education might be attainable without obtaining extraordinary detail
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on the personal charactek.stics of respondents beyond the.factors

°

reflected in the first five categories.
Estimation of Earnings Functions,

Substantial numbers of studies exist on the estimation of earnings
functions,'so the technical aspects of this endeavor will not be

cribed here-

5

des-

In general, a statistical earnings function takes the

following form:

(1) .Earnings = a + bl Education + b2 X2 + b3 X3 +

+X
n n

+ u.

1F-

That is, annual earnings are considered to be a linear function of
Xn) that were discussed above, The b's

education, and other factors (X2

.

represent the slope coefficients or the estimated effect of.a unit
change in each of the explanatory variables'on annual earnings, and IL'

represents the unexplained variance in earnings or the residual.

Of

course, the equation can also be estimated using non-linear.funetional
forms.
,

_Recall that our purpose is to first estimate the human capital

value cr present value of the lifetime earnings of the groups that we

wish to compare in order Co ascertain the overall gap in estimated
human capital between the groups.

This can be done by knowing the.,

average earnings levels at different points,in the life -cycle for each
group, information that is readily available in the data set.

But,

the purpose of the earnings . functions is to provide an estimate of the

contribution to human capital represented by the different amounts'of
each human capital characteristic possessed by each group, including
the'contribution of education.

This means that we-need estimates of
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the earnings attributible to differeht levels of each characteristic
or' explanatory variable of thk_earnings function at different points
)in the life-cycle for each group.

In this way, we can capitalize

the annual earnings atttibutfble 'to each characteriStic over the
life-cycle in order to. obtain its contribution to estimated human
capital for :each group.
-

In order to

lfill this requirement, the data samples for each

group must be stratified according to age, and separate earnings
functi.ons must be estimated f6. each classification. By cptaining
du,

the- earnings- coefficient (b) for each explan4tory variable at a number

of points over the life-cycle, it will be possible to estimate the
stream or flow of earnings for a representative individual over the
life-cycle for any level of education or other' characteristic.
.

0f course, these estimates .must be dope separately for each group,
-Prrie.e not only the levels/of the' characteristics are likely to vary

between groups, but also the effects of those chracteristics on earn,

ins... We must bear. in mind that,some of "the differences in earnings
and human_ dapital'yalues will be. due to different amounts of human
yro

)

Nhit

capital .characteristics possessed by the groups,while some will be
due to the differences between groups in their ability to translate
'those characteristics into earnings.

For example, personsdrawn from

higher( social Glass origins are :likely to possess both higher educa-

tion levels and higher earnings for each year of education by virtue

of their ac

ss to better jobs..

In summary, the earnings analysis will entail the derivation of
earnihgs fUrictions, by age, for each group so that we will have three

-

t3Ipes,of data available -for the .construction orhuman capital

average earnings over the life-cycle, by group;

values:

(2) aver-

age ownership Hof human capital characteristics such as level of edu.

catton and other factors that explain earnings, by group; and (3)

estimated effeCts of each huMan capital characteristic on annual
-earnings over the life-cycle, by group:',Given this information, it
is possible to estimate the human capital values of the annual 'earn,

ings

s well astd ascertain the human capital dontr.Noutions to these
to

-i(

Further, it is possible to simulate altera-

human capital values.

tions in educattbnal attainments between the groups to estimate the
proportion of the human capit41 gap betWeen the two groups that would
be,':,goted by a more equitable educational result.

.COnversion of' Earnings into Human CapitaliValues
.

The converSlion of a'streaM of earnings into a human capiW value

requires knowledge of the earnings stream and a discount rate which.,

refltcts theyelattvevaluation of income or, time preference for inThe standard expression for capitalizing sudh'a stream of earn-

come.

.

tngs to determine their Present value (br in this ease the'ir. human
,

capital rlue) is represented by (2).
Ei

n

(2).

t

t

(i+o

t

This eXpression defines the human capital of the i'th grl;up (HCi)
as the summation of the earnings of the i°thgroup appropriately discounted by (l

+

r) where nis that discount, rate which expresses the

time preference for income.

The term t represents-the year in which

__the 'earnings are received so that for the first year of the earnings
stream, t = 1, and the final year of the earnings stream, 2.1t, = n,

represents the,last year in the life-cycle-when earnings will be
received because of subsequent death orkretirement.
The average amount of:human capital in each group that represents the basis for the overall inequality. comparison can be evalva-.
ted by calculating the results for expression (2) with' the average4

annual earnings for each group over the life-cycle.
selec"ting an age which reflects the beginning

This requires'

of adulthood

tch

as

_,age 18 so that the human capital estimates might reflect the human_
capital value of earnings received between ages 18 and 65.. The

.

'specific interest rate that -1,s chosen for the calculations depends

-

upon a number ofcrderia.which are too complex to-discuss here. 26
However, typically rates between 5-15 percent are" used in these

types of evaluations. _Based upon the/application of expression (2)
to the annual earnings data for each of the comparison populations,
it is possible to calculate the amount o
an average 18 year old in each population.

human capital possessed by
It-is the gap between

these human capital values that will be the focus of the subsequent
analysis with the expectation that a more nearly equal educational

)

c
-attainment between groups will reduce the human capital differences.

HoweVer; the question that arises is how.mugh of thehuman
capital gap between gr,51bps would be closed by any particular.educa....

.tional result.

In order to answer that. question, we need to know the

incement.in hume capital for each grobp that is associated with
additional education.

For example, let us assume that the average
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.

40*

18 year old drawn from:lower socioeConomic origins,has only about
e,

half of the estimated human capital of an average 18 year old drawn
from higher origibs.

Further, most likely we will find that part of

the reason for this difference in human capital (and the earnings from

which it is estimated) is that the youth from the lower social class
background has received .less, education.

That is, While the youth from

poorer origins .is likely to droup-out of primary or secondary school,

the one from higher social class origins-is likely to go to the university (a factor that will be-reflected in both lower earnings and more
education in the years between 18 and 24 for him).
Accordingly, we wish to.know how a more equal §et of educational
attainments will,,Preduce the human capital gap between the two groups.

human
In order to' answer thit question, it is necessary to know the
capital -value of additional education for the less adv,Ataged person
and
to see how snore 'years of educatioh will add to his human capital
ti

reduce the disparity between him and his counterpart"from the more
t.

This can be calculated by estimating the val e ur

advantaged group.
)

b

(3)

A

NC

.,

=

ii

t = 1

E

lit

(1 + r)t

EI

t = 1

it

(1 + r)t

Expr:etsion (3) tells us that the change in human capital from an

additional unit of education fJr an 18 year old in the i'th population
of eduwill be determined by the present value of an additional unit

regression cocation as determined by the summation of the estimated
,

efficients over the life-cycle from the earnings functions at each
the summation of any annual
age level, appropriately discounted, 'less

earnings lost in obtaining that additional unit of education.

In this
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case,

A

HC

represents the additional huMan capital for an increment
1
i

of education for a person41n the i'th population; bl

represents the
it

oariings coefficient for an additional unit of education for a person

in the i'th population at time t; m represents the number of years of
earnings that would be foregone to obtain another unit of education;
E

it signifies the earnings of the average person in the i'th population.

at time t; who does not receive the additional increment of education and all
other symbols are consistent with those in the previous expressions,
,

.

10f course, to the degree that a person undertaking more schooling

received pAn-time earnings, only a portion of Eit would be deducted
in (3).

But, by changing the educational attainments between )the two

groups in this manner,it would be possible to ascertain theconse/
quences,for equalizing their human capital values.
Indeed, a more

_

nearTY equal educational outcome between, groups could be assessed to
determine the probable impact on reducing the gap inhuman capital
between the two groups.

It might also be added that policies for

raising the earnings associated with any given level of education
such as the reduction of discrimination or other-possible policies
could also be analyzed for their effecis on reducing the human capital.

Interpretation of Results

What kinds of policies might be simulated from the human
capital estimates and human capital coefficients derived from the
earnings functi ns?

There are at least four types of educational

policies that can be evalutated for their equalizing potentials:
minimal educatton

ttainments; (2) raising education of lower

,
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groups only; (3)-compenSatoryeducation;and (4) equalizing educa.;,
tional attainments..

4

Minimal educational attainments would refer toa policy where an
attempt would be made to require everyone to complete a particular
level of_schooling. For example, a requirement of high school completion might be'evaluated.

In that case, one would wish to ealuate the

present distribution of schooling between the comparison populations
and estimate the additional -human capital for each population if every-

one-Completed the minimal level that is being contemplated.

One of

the paradoxes of such a policy is that it may create greater inequalities' under certain conditions.

While it is true that the more advan-

taged populations will have higher proportions of their young people who will
have already completed the minimal level that-is being considered, it may
also be true that the additional earnings for completing that level
for the advantaged exceed the additional earnings that will be received
by persons. from disadvantaged_ background.

That is', while more persons

from disadvantaged backgrounds would receive additional education under
this provision, the fewer persons from the advantaged background who
are affected may obtain greater increments to their human capital.
Obviously, depending upon

the portions of each group who would be

affected and the human capital

'returns to each groups from meeting the

contemplated minimum, the results in terms of human capital consequence's could be equalizing or disequalizing.

By raising the attainments of persons from the lower group only,
it would be possible toredUce-the inequality gap in human capital.

This type.of educational policy might be evident in the case of
attempts to reduce regional disparities in schooling by making more
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schooling facilities available in areas that have deficiencies.

Again, dwending.upon the degree to which the policy would raise the
attainments of person's from the lower group relative to the upper

one, it would be possible to estimate the degree to which such a
policy would reduce the gap in human capital.

Compensatory education represents a policy of providing
additional schooling resources for youngsters from economically
disadvantaged populations to improve their educational attainments.
Normally, this policy is reflected in an increase
expenditures on:those groups.

educational

This means that increases in educa-

tional expenditures.on the disadvantaged or on one group or race
(e.g. rural or minority students) must be translated into their
effects on earnings in order to establish a human capital impact.
In recent years there have been attempts to ascertain the effects of
additional expenditures on both test scores and on educational
attainme ts

7

In the former case it is possible to convert changes

in test scores into human Capital resr-ts if test scores are found
to affect earningS.

In the latter case, educational attainments

are already included in all'earnings functions,

so the transla-

tion into human capital values of the results of compensatory educational spending on educational attainments can be readily accdmplished.
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The purpose of siiulating educational equality between groups
is Primarily aimed at determfning the potential of education for more
nearly equalizing earnings.

Obviously, while one can simulate on

.paper /% condition of equal educational attainments between children

from poor and wealthy families, between rural and urban families,

or between minority and majority families, the ability of educational
policy to obtain such results is fat4 beyond the grasp of even the
'most optimistic educational planner or reformer.

However; the

exercise is still worthwhile because it will tend to indicate the
degree to which inequalities are attributible to education in.con.

trast with the degree to which they derive from other factors. -For'
example, if such an exercise showed that equal educational outcomes

betWeen groups would reduce human capital differences by only ten
an.

percent, the equalization implications of educational policies would
be viewed quite, differently than if-the exercise indicated that 80

percent of the human capital gap woulstbe closed by such an approach.
It is important that appropriate weight be given to all causes
of economic inequality in designing policies or in placing responsibility for existing inequalities.

It is only in this way that edu-

cational policies can be balanced with other approaches in the
search for 'greater. equality.

Accordingly, a test of the effects of

full educational equality on human capital inequality would provivle

interesting and useful heuristic insights into overall strategies for
achieving

equality.

J
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Accuracy and Robustness of Results

Obviously the accuracy and robustness of the results will depend crucially on a number of factors.

Foremost among these are

the quality of the data and the accuracy of the premises on which
the estimates are made.

rt is difficult to discuss the quality of

the data in an abstract fashion, since it is the specifics of the
fit between the overall model of analysis and data that is important.

However, it is possible to review certain aspects of this fit

as well as the accuracy of the premises.
At least two premises are worthy of scrutiny..

First, although

the policies that are being evaluated assume large shifts in the
sii'ply of educated persons, the'data are-taken from the present

situation in which at best one could assume that an increase in the
education of one person might have the predicted human capital effect.
Whether we assume a neo-classical theory of wages, a Marxian one, or
one based upon segmented labor markets and job queue theories, it is
clear that for large improvements in education among significant
numbers of persons the results of our methodology would tend to overstate the additional earnings and human capital that they would
derive.

This means that the technique will tend to overstate the

equalilation effects of educational equality, for it is highly im-

probable that large increases in more educated categories would create the
same additional individual earnings reflected in the present
relation between. education and earnings.

For particularly large

shifts in education among the less-educated groups, the measured
equalization impact would be vastly overstated.

41
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A second premise1is that improvements in the amount of education of a particular, group w111 be of about the same-quality as

that group ha- experienced in the past for all levels of educational expansion.

However, rapid educational expansion may reduce

educational quality with a possible reduCtion in the earnings implications of additional education relative to the effects of the pr.e,

sent educational system.

Of course, improvements in educational

quality would mean that present estimates of earnings and human
capital increases would be understated.

However,

deteriora-

in educational quality seems to be a more valid historical
28
Taken together
aspect of mass education and educational expansion.
tion

it would seem that the reduction in earnings increments for each
year of schooling associated with large- increases in the supply of

education as well as the tendency towards lower'quality would mean
that our estimates would overstate the equalizing effects on

huma'n

capital of educational equalization.
A third premise

derives from the tacit assumption that pre-

sent lifetime earnings patterns associated with particular human
capital characteristics will be maintained in the future.

We have

no way of evaluating the-biases that might be implied by future
29

earnings patterns deviating from present ones.

However, it is most

likely that any substantial deviations should take'place in the distant future rather than in the few years following the analysis
(short of revolution or other cataclysmic changes in social and
economic structures).

Since future earnings are rather heavily dis-

counted in the present value analyses, the overall estimates of
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humarr,capitai)N411 be remarkably robust to such, changes as long as

their impact.is felt at least 15-20 years after the start of the
P.

period for which-the calCulations are made.

Further, to-the degree

that future earnings patterns of all the comparison groups deviated
from existing patterns because of common influences on them, it ,is

not likely hat the overall relations between the different streams
of earnings would be altered systematically or substantially.
While changes in the shape of future earnings, patterns may have

relatively little influence on the human capital calculations for the
reasons that were mentioned, any policy that would increase the

supply of a particular type of educated labor could have a profound
effect on decreasing the human capital value of that level of education.

Since it is mainly the less advantaged groups that would be

affected by this downward influence on earnings and human capital
increments, educational equalizatiOn policies between advantaged and
disadvantaged groups would tend to overstate the tehdency towards
human capital equalization associated with such policies..

Thus; the

melsured equalization effects of such policies should be considered
as an upper limit on the amount of,human capital equalfzation that
would take place:

A more sophisticated study.might attempt to reO

duce systematically the estimated earnings increments associated
with educational equalization that provided large increases in thd,
supply of.educated labor.

That is the tendency for downward

pressure on wages and unemployment associated with, an excess supply

could be taken account of explicitly in the analysis by'making
certain assumptions,about the elasticities of substitution of
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different levels of-educated labOr in production.

The magnitude

of these, adjustments would be based upon criteria that have been

discussed in the relevant research literature.
V. AN APPLICATION
In order to show how this approach might be applied to par7,
ticular kinds of issues faced by educational planners, it is useful
to provide some results from an illustrative study.
.

The govern.-

ment of El Salvador wished to consider how loans,might be used
`to provide greater equality of-educational attainments at the
31

secondary and university levels.

Since loans'would be paid pri-

marily from the additional earnings generated by the additional

education, it was important to focus on the earnings and human
capital value of the additional attainments.

"IN

This also provided

an opportunity to carry out the analysis acs -rding to the social

class origins of persons to ascertain the degree to which equalizing educational results among social classes would equalize their
earnings.

Differences in social class were derived primarily by using
the educational levels of the parents as criteria.

Based upon

this measure, three social class groupings were determined.

The

restriction of the study to only those persons who were eligible

for entry into the seconday level meant that the sample-had to
be limited'to only those persons who had almost completed or completed at
least the Basic Cycle of '9 years of schooling. It is important to note that

since only a minority of persons achieves this much schooling in
.

0

El Salvador (Perhaps 25 percent of the school age population),

i

,
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that persons completing the BasiG Cycle are a relatively privileged group.

This means that much of the inequality in El

SalvIdor is found between this group and those who have less
education, so the analysis of inequality within thii group fs an
analysis within a relatively a4vantaged group for that country.

Therefore, even the "low socioeconomic" group will be better off
educationally than some three-quarters of the El Salvadorean
population, and the equalizing effect of education will be tested
only within that,upper quarter of the population.
In order to obtain information on the earnings, education,
social class background, and other characteristics that might
affect earnings, separate surveys were uAdertaken of male
2

employees in the public and.private sectors.

The reason for

choosing separate surveys fAr each sector',was the expectation

that earnings structures would be quite Aifferent between the
two.

Table One present estimates of the earnings by age group

,

for each of the three socioeconomic (SES) categories as well as
the human capital estimates.

Annual earnings in colones are

shown for each age range by SES level, for both the public and
Private sector.

These are summarized as human capital values"

in the column on the right.

Several observations can be.noted from Table One.

First,

in both the public and private sectors, per.sons" in the sample

fl4bm higher SES levels have higher earnings than those from lower
SES levels.

Second, the earnings patterns between the two sectors'

show-advantages at'some ages and SES levels for the private sector
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Table One -- Earnings at Different Ages and Human Capital Values of
-Earnings Streams at Age 18, for Males.Working in the
Public and Private Sectors in El Salvador (colones)

Present Value Age 1845

Annyal'Earnings at Age:

HUMAN CAPITAL VALUE

14-19

20-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

All Men

2292

4584

6672

7644

8892

53212

Low SES'

1764

3180

6372 -.\

6545'

7576

44438

Mid. SES

1968

3432

6324

8072

10368

49623

High SES

7536

14028

9348

10368

1.1244

106683

A31 Men

2784

4260

7344

060

10656

58509

Low SES

2712

4032

6756

7656

9000

52616

Mid. SES

2916

4224

7332

/10620

)0800

60408

High SES

2928

5208

9420

13452

74892

PRIVATE SECTOR

PUBLIC SECTOR

r

.

13632,

(

i

--e7

,

,

)

Note:

Preseilt Values were calculated on basis of following formbl:
65.

E

(1+.10)

t-17

t = 13
'This is the standard approach to estimating the presejlt value of an
asset.
The interest rate that-was used was set at 10 percent, and
the earnings stream between ages 18 and 65 was utilized. The value
of earnings for each year was interpolated between the midpoints of
the age classifications set out above, and they were extrapolated to
age 65 from the midpoipt of the 0-54 year old category.

O

C
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,

and at some ages and SES levels for the Oblic seOtor.° Third,
thehuman'capitil values also reflect,differences-accordirg to
soCioeconoMic Origins.

One patterh of note is the very high

Human capital value for high SES males in the private sector
reldtive to the other groups.

Interestingly, older males in-the-

/

high SES category in the private sector reCeive` lower earnings
.

than the high.SES 'group in the public sector, while for younger

maleS the opposite is true.
.

Because the capitalizationproce-

dure penalizes incomes received toward the end of the working
life relative to those received at the Beginning, the human capital
value of the earning

streams of high SES males in the private

sector is considerably'thigher than that for the public. sector.

.Presumably some of the differences in human capital among the
different.soCioeconomic groups is due to differences in-education
among ,them.

Table Two confirms this Ottern by presenting the

percentage of Males 25-34 years of age by SES whose education
terminated at each level.

The 25-34 year old category was chosen

to reflect young males who had probably completed their educational

experiekes.

Three levels of education are listed:

Secondary, and University.
.

Basic Cycle-,

In addition the careers of study at

the secondary and university levels have been listed.

While all

those who have completed or almost completed the basic cycle' only are shown

at that level, not all of the persons shown in the secondary and university categories completed those levels.

However, the.average

ber of years of schooling completed in each field at each level
was about the. same for persons of different SES backgrounds with,
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in each sector.

The distribution of education in Table Two suggests;that
at least some of the differences in estimated human capital among
social classes is due to differences in educational attainments.
For example, among private sector employees, over half of the.'low
SES males achieved no more than the completion .of the Basi

e,

.while only_11 percent of the high' SES males had ended their edu.

cation at that level.
.

Over half of the high SES males in the
4

private sector had attended the University, while onlY15 percent'
of the low SES males had gone that far.

Similar patterns are

also .reflected among publicsector employees.

In order to know the effect on equalizin4 human capital of
equalizing_ educational attainments among theSES -groups,

necessary to.knowthe.impatt of changes in, the distribution of

education on the estimated values of human capital.

This was done

by estimating earnings functions, by age, for each SES group,
`.

within the public and private employment samples.

The results

of these.earnings functions were capitalized in order to asderta4
the human capital value for/ any educational attainment ,for each

SES group, by sector.

Table Three shows the estimated human
AA

capital by educational level and SES for males at age 18_
As one reads down each column, one can see the present
value of.earnings of human capital value for a male in tnatpar-.
ticular group with a particular-level and type of education.

As

one reads across the columns, one can ascertain the differences
in human capital for any particular level of education among the
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TableTwo -,, Distribution of Public and PriVate Sector Samples of Males,
25-34 Years of Age. by Level of Education and Socioeconomic
c
t

.

Status

(percentage of group in each educational category)
1

All males
25-34

Low
SES

Middle
SES

Aigh
SES

PRIVATE SECTOR
Basic Cycle
Secondary:
Academic
ommercial
dustrial
Accounting
Bookkeeping

b

I'

- Total

University:
Administration
Engineering
Medicine
Humanities

:

Al

51

25

13

12

,10

16

14

0

3

4

2

0

cD

1

1

1

2

13

11

18

6

6

8

13
4

35

32

45

33

3

**

3

1

1

os
c= =

(j7

5

14

..

=.

CD

.30

1

0 CI

2

0
0

2

2.

C+

2

4

52

15

30

36

44

.30

0

rt.

0

Ca 0.1

Il
W.

CD

1

20

-I.

c-t

20

**

2

Law'

Fatal

10

*
*

(-1

.

14

ZE

o

4"

0
rt.
.

M

a

PUBLIC SECTOR
-h

Basic Cycle

-h

0

Secondary:,

Academic
Commercial
Industrial
Bookkeeping
Pedagogy
Others
Total

.

University:
Administration
Social Sciences
.Engineering
Pedagogy'
Humanities
Physical Sciences
Law
Medicine
Total

7

8

2

2

1

1

4

4

1

1

4

4

19

A

=

5

175
M

Cr

A

A

3

**
0**
**
**

20

16

5

9

8

10

6

5

14

10

8
16

10
10
'24
**

.6

2
.

1

4

**

1

1

1

4

4

3

2

2,

1

4'

3

2

3

7

8

5

-10

.15

47

37

52

72

51

=

-.46-

Table Three -- Humalt4Capital Values of Earnings.for-Males at Age 18
by Educational 'Level and Socioeconomic Status for
El Salvador (colones)

Middle
SES

Low
SES

All

High
SES

PRIVATE SECTOR

All Edudation Groups
Basic Cycle
Secondary:
Academic
Commercial
Industrial
Accounting

53212
36406

4438
31994,

49623
36039

106683
96298

52570
40632

44008
48446

53188
43833
37124
54840

102083

47851-

University:
Administration
Engineering
Humanities

--

63854

59735

62350
94502

48815
79521

140873
80699

52011

5964

--

56142

59352

Law'

--

38719

147898
78052
128290

PUBLIC SECTOR

All Education Groups
Basic Cycle
Secondary:
Academic
Commercial
Industrial
Pedagogy

University:
Administration
Social Sciences
Ehgineering

Law,:
Medicine

58509
40641

52616
38697

45420

43812
33493
39793

60408
(-41760-

74892
51453

J
3421
47161
40768.

.72921

68678
78717

43503.-

80829
65905
,71855'

'56581
57013

50521

56908

)-

44528
33339
50778
55955

48762
37696

62933
70159
75490
52334
55552

71.184

51915.

43400

72388
88516
62016
57795

Note: These values are estimated at age 18 using a 10 percent discount rate,
,ccording to-the following calCulation for each educational level
within SES group and sector.
65

t =18.

Et
(1

JO) t-17

Educational categories with.few observations in the sample or with
unreliable statistical results were omitted from the table.

various SES groups.

From this table we cab see that additional

education raises the human capital value 9f representatiye individuals of each population... For example, while the average

human capital reflected in the total private sample for all edueation groups was about 53,212 colones, those who completed only
the Basic Cycle had earnings which had a human, capital value of
1

only about 36 thousand colones.

Those who had studied at the

secondary'level had human capital values between about 41 and 64
thousand colones depending upon the field Of study, while those
who had studied at the University had earnings -streams valued
in human

capital between 52 and 95 thousand colones.

As we

expected, there is generally a positive relation between the
0
amount of education and the amount of human capital in these
populations.

But, as we read across the table, a very interesting
pattern emerges.

With few exceptions, the high SES males are

able to convert their'education into substantially greater
earnings and human capital than are those from the low and middle
SES Groups.

For example, even at the Basic Cycle level -the high

SES male in'the private sector is realizing a human capital value
of over 96 thousand colones which is almost three times the human
(.

capital value associated with low and middle SES men who have
achieved that level of education/.

Even move remarkable is the

fact that the human capital valUe of this low level'of education
for high SES menin.the private sector exceeds the human capital
value for uniyersity-educated males from the low and middle SES'
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groups.

Somehow the high SES male has advantages that yield him

a high earnings stream and human capital value, even at the lowest
levels of education in this sample.

Possibly this reflects employ-

ment in family-owned or controlled businesses or the appropriate
social connections to obtain the best jobs or other advantages
whicft improve job opportunities.

Whatever the cause, the impli-

cation is that equalization of educational attainments in itself
will not provide equalization of human capital.
This can also be seen in the comparison of human capital
values for high SES males with other males at the secondary level,

where the high SES male has twice as high a human capital value
as for the other groups.

At the University level, the diff&ential

payoffs in favor of the high SES males are also evident.

In only

one case, that of the secondary accounting career is the return.
for the high SES males low, and this may be due to a statistical
abberation.

Whereno figures are shown, the sample was so small

that reliable calculations could not be made.

For the public sector the patterns are similar, but the
differentials in human capital values among SES groups at the
same educational leveT are much smaller.

In all probability this

greater de9rge of equality can beaftributed to more nearly
standard pay scales by educational level in the public-sector as

well as the likelihood that those high SES persons that lack
good business and professional connections and other advantages
in the private sector will obtain public sector employment.

4
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In summary, the high SES male in both the public and private
samples shows a human capital value greiter than hi's low and

middle SES counterparts for almost every educational attainment.
This disparities are, greatest among males employed in the private

sector, but they are also present in the public sector.

Accord-

ingly, the equalization of educational attainments among the groups

will not, in itself, equalize the human capital values of their
earnings.

But, it is crucial to determine how much of Lhe human

capital differences would be equalized by the achievement of
equal education for the SES groups.

Table Four shows the estimated effects on reducing the gap
in human capital among different social classes by equalizing
educational attainments among them for each of the sectors.
The educational distributions that were presented in Table Two
were applied to the human capital for a representative of each
group both before equalizing education and after equalizing educdtion of the two lower groups with that of the high SES group.
Before equalizing educational attainments, the human capital
values in the private sector varied from about 41,000 colones for
the low

males to about 113,000 colones for the high SES males.

By applying thgN uman capital values of each educational level
fur the low SES

ales

to the educational attainments of the high

SES males,the equalizing effect of education raises the estimated
human capital for the low SES males in the private sector to
52,391 colones.

Giving the middle SES males the education of

high SES males raises their human capital to almost 60,000 colones.

r--
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Table Four -- Estimated Effects on Reducing the Gap in Human Capital
Among Different Social Classes of Equalizing Educational
Attainments
BEFORE
EQUALIZING EDUCATION
,Estimated Human
Capital (colones)

.

% of
high' SES

AFTER
EQUALIZING EDUCATION
Estimated Human
Capital (colones)

% of
high SES

PRIVATE SECTOR
High SES

112,782

'100

112,782

100

Mid. SES

52,864

47

59,833

53

Low SES

40,770

36

52,391

47

High SES

67,951

100

67,951

100

Mid. SES

55,214

81

59,942

88

Low SES

49,958

73,

59*;955

a8

PUBLIC SECTOR

47.

Note:

Present Values are based upon applying the educational distributions
in Table Two to the human capital values in Table 3 for each group.
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But, it is obvious that while some equalization in human capital
does 'take place, it does not have very much of an effect on the overall distribution of human, capital among the groups.

Because the

high SES males seem to be able to convert the same level of education
into much higher earnings than the other two groups, equal education
among them does not come close to achieving equal human capital.

As Table Four indicates, before equalization, the human capital of
the middle SES group was about 47 percent of that of the high SES
group and that of the lower SES group was only about 36 percent .of

the high SES one in the private sector.

But, after equalizing

educational attainments, the middle SES level of human capital rises

only to 53 percent and the lower SES value to 47 percent of that of
"leir high SES colleagues.

The simulation of the impact of equalizing educational attain-

ment in the public sector shows a similar story, although the inequalities both before and after equalizing education are far less.
While the middle SES males showed human capital values of 81 percent of-the high SES males before equalization, they rose to 88
percent after simulating the effects of equal education.

The lower

SES group shows a rise from 73 percent to 88 percent.
In summary, among the three SES groups of these relatively,
highly-educated males, the high SES persons had received more
education than did those from lower SES origins.

Further, the human

capital value of education was greater for those from higher SES

origins, with rather massive differences in the private sector and
more modest ones in the public sector.

When educational attainments
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were equalized.among the three groups, the estimated reduction in
disparities in human capital was shown to be very minimal in both the
public and the private sectors.

Further' as we stated above, these

simulations may overstate the true tendency toward equa'ization of
earnings streams and human capital by not taking account of the downward pressure on wages exerted by substantial increases in the supply
of educated labor.

However, Table Four also illustrates another interesting result.

Even before equalizing educational attainments among the three SES

-

groups, the distributionof human capital is far more equal in the
public sector.

That is, the,human capital values for middle SES

males is 81 percent of those of high SES males in the public sector
before educational equalization in contrast with on 53 percent in
the private sector after educational equalization:

For low SES

males the comparable figures are 73 percent before

equalization

in the public sector and 47 percent after equalization in the private sector.

This pattern suggests that while the equalization

of educational attainments among those persons at or beyond the completion of the basic educational cycle in El Salvador will have some
equalization impact on earnings and human capital, the expansion of
the public sector relative to the private one is likely to have a
much more powerful equalization effect.

It should also be noted

that the expansion of the public sector will also tend to reduce
inequalities in incomes from property.

Of course, the efficiency

of these types of shifts must also be explored, but the limits of
educational equality on economic equality in the private sector is

ti
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certain-131...a finding that suggests a search for other equalization

alternatives as well. Also, one must bear in mind that educational
equalization in itself requires massive resources, so that any

efficiency claims of educational investment ought to be scrutinized
very clearly.

The same care should be taken 'in evaluating efficiency

claims of private versus public sector expansion, particularly under
conditions where expansion of private sector investment is undertaken primarily. through foreignjnvestment and foreign control of
economic activity.

However, it is

.notthe purpose of this paper to

evaluate these 'claims directly, but to limit the exploration to the
equalization potential and limits of edtication.

VI. SUMMARY

This endeavor began with the

remise- t many societies are

characterized by-substantial eco omic.inequal ties that are often
considered to.be a legitiabal

argetof equ. ization.

Within the

mix'of public policies aimed at more nearly equalizing economic
outcomes, education is considered to be one of the more important
strategies.

Accorctingly, it would seem that planners ought to have

a method for assessing the equalizing, impact of education on econo-

mic returns as well as to rank different educational strategies
according to their equalization potential.
The purpose of this paper was to set out a methodology for
carrying out such analyses, while illustrating them with a specific
application.

The focus of the methodology was the use of a human

capital accounting procedure that utilized expected earnings streams
to estimate human capital values.

By providing estimates of the
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determinants of earnings over the life-cycle among the groups that
were foci of the equality analysis, it was shown that it is possible
to estimate the effect of particular educational results and other
changes in earnings on altering the human capital values represented
among different populations.

There are two important outcomes of this type of research that
should be useful to the planner.

First, it is possible to evaluate
r.

educational strategies not only for their manpower consequences, but
also for their equalization consequences relative to the costs of
each strategy.

At the present time, the distributional consequences

of educational policies and plans are presumed rather than analysed
in the selection of particular planning strategies.

Second, this

method enables an assessment of both the limits and potential of
educational expansion and equalization for more nearly equalizing
earnings and income in each society.

As 1 have attempted to

demonstrate in previous analyses, when educational planning and
reform are directed towards altering characteristics of a society
that derive from the basic political, ecoliumic, and social func-

tioning and structure of that society, the educational reforms
33

anc: plans will fail to, achieve their stated objective.

To the

degree that modern educational systems rose historically to reproduce the inequalities of capitalist and state socialist production relations, we should be skeptical that they can be used as a

purposive tool of equalization policy.

6t.

;.
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The advantage of the methodology that has been proposed is that
it can take.available data and place those data in an analytical

framework thatenablesone to assess the promise of education in alleviating inequalities. "Surely, if the results are as pessimistic as

those in the illustration for El Salvador or in a study of Singapore
4

that has been completed, the educational planner must begin to
.

consider.,

the limits of education for equalization rather than

just its potential.

Further, it may stimulate Oanners to look at

the larger social, political, and, economic context in which inequali-

ties are derived when they set out to explore the characteristics
and functioning of a.more equitable and humane society.- Educational
change is not always the answer to defining and achieving these objectives.

It may be a part of the solution, but hardly the driving

force of change.

This is one of the foremost political issues that

can be partially evaluated by assessing the equalization potential,

L
of education within our present societies.

FOOTNOTES---

1.

See the data presentations in Adelman and Morris 1973, p. 153
and S. Jain 1975.

2.

S. Kutznets 1555.

3.

G. Becker 19 54; T. W. Schultz 1961; J. Mincer 1970., An evaluation
,!Irl:r;.al support for the human capital approach is Blaug
of
1976.

4.

-5.

A. FisHow

reviews the recent experience in Brazil, and
Adelman :IA Robinson 1978 address the South Korean situation.
See rite rilew of these countries in. Carnoy 1978 and Carnoy et al.,
1976.

6.

Longituerfil comparisons for many countries can be found in
S. Jain !9754

7.

For a review, see Mincer 1970.

8.

Compare the Natavamong age cohorts in Kotwal 1975 on educational
patterns with the data on income distribution of Jain 1975.
Psacharopoulos 1978 has presented statistical evidence across
nations showing a tie between greater educational equality and
However, one must beskeptical that such cross income equality.
sectional evidence provides predictive value for what will happen
'in individual nations as education becomes more equally distributed.
The cross-sectionaand cross-national data of Kuznets 1955 on
the U-shaped,relation bwtween income and equality has not been
supported overtime. Typically, such studies ignore the fact that
the degree of educational equality and income equality are governed
by different forces among countries rather than all countries
moving along a similar developmental spectrum. Also see Chiswick
and Mincer 1972.

9.

International Labour Organisation 1976:. pp. 50-52 provides a disFor a
cussion of the educated unemployed on a world-wide basis.
consideration of "overeducation" see R. Freeman 1976'and
R. IRumberger 1978.
A dialectical explanation is foundin H. Levin
Other explanations for rising educational requirements of
1978.
employers are I. Berg 1970; H. Braverman 1975; and L. ThUrow 1975.

10.

L. Thuro

11.

Edwards, Rich; and Gordon 1975; Carter and Carnoy 1974; Doeringer
and Piore 1N1; Bluestone, Murphy, and Stevenson 1973.

12.

Bowles'andGintis 1976; Levin 1978.

13.

Bowles and Gintis'1976-,'ChaP. 4.

1975.
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Footnotes

14.

Of course, wealth is even more unequally distributed than income.
In the U.S. the wealthiest 6 percent of the population owns more
than half of the Nation's productive wealth. See Joint Economic
Committee 1976.

15.

See for example, E. Cohn 1978, pp. 38-44; Blaug 1970, Chap. 2.

16.

G. Becker 1964; T. W. Schultz 1961.. In recent years there have
been attempts to argue that even childrearing practices associated
with income anti other social class differences are in reality'
"investments" in human capital.
See T. W. .Schultz (ed.)., 1973
and A. Leibowitz 1974.
.

17.

M. J. Bowman 1968 presents a useful discussion of different methods
of valuing human capital.
The present approach was developed in
a series of papers. See H. Levin 1971, 1973, and 1975 and Levin
.and Liu 1973.

18.

19.

A discussion is found in C. Bettelheim 1975.
Obviously this statement i a highly academic one in that the
agencies of social reproduction of a society tend to reproduce
not only the inequalities, but also their legitimacy. Further,
the political judgements on such matters will bE conditioned
_heavily by the distribution of power in the society rather than
by an academic quest for justice.
However, see J. Rawls 1971 for
such an academic discussion.

2Q.

See, for example T. Bottomore 1966 and N. Poulantzas 1973 for
differences in conceptual treatment of social class. ,Appropriate
measurement of social class categories in a non-Marxist framwork
is reviewed in H. Phelps Brown 1977 and-Featherman and Hauser 1976.

21.

For example, see Griliches and Mason 197.2; Taubman and Wales1973;
Sewell and Hauser 1975; Jencks et al., 1972.

22.

Jencks et al., 1972 has challenged this assumption in his attempt
to explain the relatively low explanatory value of earnings functions equations.

23.

See for example, Gintis 1971 and Griliches and Mason 1972.

24.

Young andJamison 1974, Tables 2 and 3.

25.

See for example, Griliches and Mason 1972; Hanoch 1967; P. Taubman
'1975; Bowles 1972;.Mincer 1974.
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Footnotes

26.

Some;of these issues are discussed in Baumol 1968.

27:--A good example is J. Akin and I. Garfinkel 1977.
28.

See H. Levin 1978 (forthcoming) for examples.

29.

A discussion of some of the possibilities for error is found in
R. Eckaus 1973.

30.

See Bowles 197U; bougherty 1972; and Thias and Carnoy 1972; and
G. Johnson 1970-71.

31.

32.
'33.

34.

1 Salvador was coordinated by M. Carnoy.with
financial support from the Inter-American Bank.
The analysis, that
is preserited here is taken from Chapter Five which was prepared by4
the present author.
Further details can be found in the Report
itself.. See Center for Economic Studies 1977.

.The overall study. of

See Center forEconomics Studies 1977, Chap.

and 2.

H. Levin 1977, 1978 and 1978a and Carnoy and Levin;1976.
Work to be Published by H. Levin and Pak !Jai Liu.

a-

6=

1
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